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ABSTRACT
In a digital era where everyone is striving for financial empowerment, the crypto and DeFi 
spaces have presented unique opportunities, yet simultaneously, they’ve also thrown a series 
of complex challenges. Navigating the crypto and DeFi spaces often feels like walking through a 
foggy maze filled with complexity, opaque structures, and lackluster tools for decision-making. 
Ready to step out of this haze and witness a new dawn in the DeFi landscape? Welcome to LIZA - 
the beacon of financial aspirations, igniting an electrifying revolution.

The essence of this white paper unfolds the saga of the LIZA Ecosystem, taking inspiration 
from the insightful and opportunity-seizing Monitor LIZArd. Like the LIZArd that meticulously 
monitors its surroundings, LIZA, symbolized as $LIZA, watches over the crypto space, unearthing 
groundbreaking innovations in decentralized finance. It’s not just a token, it’s the bridge to your 
decentralized wealth, empowering everyone from the everyday “average joe” investor to the 
passionate crypto enthusiast, and the expert gem finder.

Picture a token ecosystem that’s been launched fair and square, devoid of VCs, and blazing with 
a proactive burning plan - that’s LIZA for you! It’s not just refreshing, but it’s also deeply rooted 
in the community-centric ethos, breaking away from the norms with the bold tokenomics that 
provide utility from day one. Our ambitious vision? To become the all-seeing DeFi Monitor of the 
crypto space, we invite you to join us on this thrilling journey.

The world of LIZA unfolds through a suite of proprietary products - LIZAView, LIZA Explorer, LIZA 
Neo Alpha, LIZA OG Index, LIZA AI Pulse, LIZA Fund, and more. More than standalone products, 
they form a symphony of synergies, enabling you with unrivaled data analysis, market insights, 
community sentiment tracking, and participatory investment opportunities.

The LIZA project unveils the innovative concept of ‘Memetility’, a revolutionary blend of 
‘meme’ and ‘utility’. We’re setting the bar high, challenging all crypto projects to permeate 
purpose into their tokens, especially the meme projects. We are the torchbearers of the 
Memetility narrative, and we envision it to be the new standard of the crypto world.

This is not just a white paper; it’s an invitation, a call to arms! We beckon you to be a 
part of the LIZA Army, to join a cutting-edge movement democratizing access to financial 
tools and resources in the digital realm. Together, we’ll march towards a revolution that 
intertwines community engagement, innovative technology, and decentralized financial 
empowerment. Step into the world of DeFi transformation, step into the world of LIZA.

We don’t follow narratives, we innovate them
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INTRODUCTION
Challenges Meet Innovation

Imagine trying to navigate through a bustling city without a map. That’s the experience many 
people face when interacting with the world of cryptocurrencies. The market is growing 
and exciting, offering unique opportunities, but it’s also complex and challenging. Investors 
and traders, particularly those with smaller funds, often struggle to access crucial, real-time 
market insights they need for informed decision-making.

Moreover, with the constant dynamism and intricate patterns of the crypto market, keeping 
track of a multitude of cryptocurrencies and their trends can feel like an uphill battle. 
Likewise, understanding the collective mood swings of crypto communities, which can 
greatly influence the market, presents its own set of challenges.

Amidst all this, many tokens in circulation lack clear real-world utility, making them less 
valuable and creating doubt among potential investors. Lastly, there’s a massive interest in 
whale activities - large transactions conducted by significant crypto holders - but the market 
is short on effective tools to track, analyze, and leverage these movements.

Here’s where LIZA steps in, a shining lighthouse in the stormy seas of crypto challenges.

Riding the Wave with LIZA

LIZA Token, backed by a vibrant DeFi ecosystem, has set out on a mission to overcome these challenges. 
By introducing a suite of AI-based tools, LIZA is transforming how users interact with the crypto market.

With LIZA View, users can access essential metrics conveniently, enabling informed decision-making. LIZA 
Explorer simplifies market navigation with advanced filters, making the tracking of cryptocurrencies a 
breeze.

LIZA Neo Alpha takes it a step further, providing AI-based insights from the Telegram groups you’re 
connected with, while connecting you to exclusive communities for real-time insights and calls.

To measure the temperature of crypto communities, LIZA AI Pulse offers daily community sentiment 
reports, enabling community owners to get a handle on the prevailing sentiments and trends.

LIZA OG Index fills the gap in tracking whale activities, tracing the actions of the biggest whales and 
offering valuable insights into market trends in a interactive unique of its kind dashboard  And at the 
heart of it all is the LIZA Token itself. The token holds the key to the ecosystem and embodies ‘memetility’, 
providing real-world utility like granting access to exclusive insights, facilitating community voting, and 
earning rewards.

Through these unique offerings, LIZA  aims not only to address the challenges of the crypto landscape but 
to revolutionize it. LIZA invites you to join this journey, offering a fresh and exciting way to engage with 
cryptocurrencies and stimulate growth in the blockchain and cryptocurrency markets. LIZA isn’t just a 
token; it’s the dawn of a new era in crypto.
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LIZA ECOSYSTEM
Vision and Mission
Behind the LIZA Ecosystem, a profound vision unfolds - empowering you, 
the cryptocurrency traders, investors, and enthusiasts, with a collection 
of cutting-edge, user-friendly tools that offer a window into crucial market 
insights like never before.

But we’re not stopping there. Our quest is bold - to redefine the crypto 
market landscape. We aim to enhance transparency, streamline decision-
making, and bridge the digital gap, transforming tokens from mere 
speculative assets to ones brimming with real-world utility.

Defining LIZA Ecosystem?
What is the LIZA Ecosystem? It’s not just a project; it’s a revolution in 
the blockchain and cryptocurrency space. Imagine a fusion of advanced 
tools, creating a comprehensive, data-driven command center for 
understanding and navigating the crypto market. These tools are not 
random add-ons; they’re meticulously crafted to address the challenges of 
the crypto market, including the existential crisis of many tokens that lack 
real-world utility.

LIZA Token, Driving The LIZA Ecosystem 
At the heart of the LIZA Ecosystem lies the LIZA Token, pulsing with re-
al-world utility. It’s more than just a token; it’s the key to the realm of LIZA, 
unlocking exclusive insights, facilitating community voting, and earning 
rewards.

Discover the Components of LIZA Ecosystem
The LIZA Ecosystem stands on the pillars of seven revolutionary products: 
LIZA View, LIZA Explorer, LIZA Neo Alpha, LIZA Fund, LIZA Pulse, LIZA OG 
Index, and LIZA 2x daily. Each is a superhero in its own right, bringing 
unique powers to the platform to enhance user experience, improve 
transparency, and enable informed decision-making.
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Community – The Lifeblood of LIZA Ecosystem

Your Trust, Our Priority
In the LIZA Ecosystem, your security is our priority. We’ve fortified the project 
with advanced security protocols, ensuring your funds and data remain safe. 
Our commitment to creating a secure, trustworthy environment underlines our 
dedication to the community’s well-being. With LIZA, you’re not just investing; 
you’re joining a community where your trust is our guiding star.

For LIZA Ecosystem, community isn’t an afterthought - it’s the lifeblood. The 
holders of LIZA Tokens aren’t just investors; they’re decision-makers, with a 
voice in significant project decisions through a democratic voting system. This 
governance model fosters a sense of ownership, stimulating active participation 
from the community. The LIZA Ecosystem isn’t just a project, but a collective 
journey where every token holder contributes to its success.
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KEY PRODUCTS OF THE 
LIZA ECOSYSTEM

$LIZA Token
As the lifeblood or driver of the LIZA ecosystem, the $LIZA token serves as the gateway 
to a multitude of innovative DeFi features. It is a hyper-deflationary token, which means 
its total supply will continuously decrease over time. This deflationary mechanism is 
expected to trigger increased demand, and consequently, enhance the token’s value.

Standout Features

Benefits

Technical Details

A unique trait of the $LIZA token is its instant utility. Unlike many crypto proj-
ects that promise future functionalities, $LIZA stands apart by offering imme-
diate use cases from the onset. This attribute can significantly enhance the 
token’s market value and draw attention from investors.

As a $LIZA holder, users gain access to an array of innovative features, such 
as LIZAView advance features, LIZA Explorer, and LIZA Neo Alpha. These tools, 
fueled by artificial intelligence and data analytics, provide robust market 
insights to help users make informed investment decisions.

The total supply of $LIZA tokens is set at 777,777,777, a symbolic number that 
embodies luck and prosperity. The tokenomics are designed to encourage 
holding and promote fair distribution. To spur value growth, the LIZA 
ecosystem implements a hyper-deflationary model, with 20% of the Tax fees 
set to be burnt. This strategy will effectively reduce the supply and could 
potentially increase the token’s price, given steady or increased demand.
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LIZAView
LIZAView serves as a browser extension, designed to revolutionize the user experience 
on crypto platforms like CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap, and etherscan. This extension 
provides critical metrics, delivering an enriched informational landscape directly within 
these popular platforms.

Standout Features

By integrating directly with CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap, and etherscan, LIZ-
AView delivers a seamless user experience. It overlays key metrics onto the 
interface of these platforms, essentially providing a “whale’s-eye view” of the 
market.

Benefits

With LIZAView, users gain a distinct advantage by having vital data readily 
available at their fingertips. The extension empowers them to conduct in-depth 
project analyses, enabling them to make data-driven investment decisions with 
greater ease and precision.

Technical Details
LIZAView is implemented as a browser extension, making it easily accessible 
and highly integrable with users’ daily online activities. It works by overlaying 
data fetched from the LIZA ecosystem onto the interfaces of CoinGecko, Coin-
MarketCap, and etherscan.
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LIZA Explorer
LIZA Explorer is a comprehensive market dashboard with advanced filters and 
analytical tools. It serves as a one-stop-shop for discovering and assessing promising 
crypto projects, akin to a treasure map in the vast sea of cryptocurrencies.

Standout Features

LIZA Explorer provides several unique filters, including token unlock alerts 
and other advanced options, to help users discover hidden gems in the crypto 
market. It allows users to tailor their exploration according to specific criteria, 
making the discovery process more targeted and effective.

Benefits

With LIZA Explorer, users can cut through the overwhelming clutter of the 
crypto market and directly pinpoint projects with high potential. The advanced 
filters help users uncover opportunities they would have otherwise missed, 
thus increasing their chances of successful investments.

Technical Details
LIZA Explorer is described as a market dashboard that operates by collect-
ing and processing data from various sources, including blockchain data and 
market trend information. These insights are then presented to the user in an 
intuitive and user-friendly interface.
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Standout Features

LIZA Neo Alpha is distinct in its ability to tap into various types of Telegram 
communities, including paid and exclusive groups, gathering vital information 
not readily available to the average investor. It harnesses AI to process this 
massive amount of data, offering unique insights such as market trends, bull-
ish or bearish calls, and new project insights.

Benefits

The daily AI insights provided by LIZA Neo Alpha give users a significant edge 
over other investors who rely on more traditional methods of information 
gathering. It essentially democratizes access to privileged information, equip-
ping users with powerful tools previously accessible only to a select few.

LIZA Neo Alpha

LIZA Neo Alpha is an AI-powered tool designed to provide unprecedented insights from 
a myriad of crypto communities. Leveraging AI, it gathers and analyzes a wide range of 
data sources to provide its users with actionable insights.

LIZA Neo Alpha unfolds in three phases:

• Phase 1 involves connecting a bot to various Telegram communities. 
The bot then gathers insights and alerts on new projects, bullish/
bearish trends, and more.

• Phase 2 expands on the initial phase by incorporating an AI machine 
that compiles all the collected information into coherent insights.

• Phase 3 introduces a dashboard that provides success scores, 
tracking multiple users’ activity across various communities, effectively 
creating a leaderboard for the most successful communities.
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Standout Features

Benefits

Technical Details

LIZA OG Index
The LIZA OG Index is an innovative feature that aims to monitor the activities of 
the largest whales in the crypto space. It provides a snapshot of their portfolio 
composition, offering insights into their investment strategies, allowing users to 
mimic and utilize for creating maximum earning opportunities.

The LIZA OG Index sets itself apart by tracking and analyzing the portfolios of 
the top 10,000 whales in the crypto space. It identifies the most commonly 
held coins among these whales and provides insights into the timing and price 
of their purchases.

With the LIZA OG Index, users get a glimpse into the strategies of the most 
successful investors in the crypto space. This valuable information can guide 
users’ investment strategies and potentially lead to more profitable outcomes.

The LIZA OG Index operates by scraping data from the wallets of the largest 
whales in the crypto space. The data is then processed and displayed in an 
easy-to-understand format, offering users an intuitive tool to understand and 
potentially emulate successful investing strategies.
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Standout Features

Benefits

Technical Details

LIZA AI Pulse
LIZA AI Pulse is a sentiment analysis tool designed specifically for Telegram 
community owners. It provides an in-depth understanding of community sentiment, 
enabling owners to make data-driven decisions to foster more active and engaged 
communities.

LIZA AI Pulse analyzes various metrics in a Telegram community, including 
popular topics, bullish or bearish sentiment, community engagement, and 
the quality of moderator communication. Using this data, it offers actionable 
suggestions to community owners, enabling them to steer their community 
more efficiently and make faster decisions. These insights can help them 
achieve quicker and more effective decision-making processes, ultimately 
leading to faster progress and success.

By providing a pulse on the community’s sentiments, LIZA AI Pulse allows 
community owners to tailor their actions to the community’s preferences. 
This can foster a more engaged community, leading to increased activity and 
potential growth.

LIZA AI Pulse integrates with Telegram communities via a bot connection. It 
processes various data, including conversation topics, member engagement, 
online member percentage, and sentiment analysis, to provide community 
owners with valuable insights.
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Standout Features

Benefits

Technical Details

LIZA Fund
The LIZA Fund is an innovative airdrop system designed to reward DAO voters with a 
stake in potential investment projects. It’s a unique system that not only allows users to 
participate in the success of these projects but also promotes a democratic investment 
decision-making process.

The LIZA Fund operates based on DAO votes. This democratic process ensures 
a fair and transparent selection of projects for investment. Furthermore, it 
offers a unique incentive for early adoption and investment in the $LIZA token.

LIZA Fund provides a direct benefit to $LIZA holders by potentially increasing 
their holdings through airdrops from the selected projects. It also offers them 
a unique opportunity to participate in the decision-making process regarding 
project investments.

A portion of the collected tax is kept as a fund. DAO voters make decisions 
on potential investment projects, and the approved investments are then 
proportionally distributed to the eligible holders as airdrops. This democratic 
process incentivizes community participation and involvement, potentially 
leading to greater platform growth and success.
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TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE OF 
THE LIZA ECOSYSTEM

LIZA Token: The Heart of the Ecosystem

fluidity to the ecosystem, enabling transactions and acting as a gateway to the 
platform’s utilities.

The LIZA Token has vast utility within the ecosystem. It serves as a passport to access 
premium features, engage in community votes, and earn rewards. The manifold 
ways in which the token permeates the ecosystem and its key role in fostering 
community engagement will be further detailed in a dedicated section below.
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Integration of AI and Advanced Algorithms

The integration of artificial intelligence and advanced algorithms is a standout 
feature of the LIZA Ecosystem. It is particularly notable in tools such as LIZA 
Neo Alpha and LIZA AI Pulse, which utilize AI to deliver accurate and actionable 
insights.

AI’s role in the LIZA Ecosystem is not limited to data analysis and insight 
generation. Its implementation extends to learning and evolving with the users’ 
behavior and market trends. It continually enhances its predictive capabilities, 
offering users increasingly accurate and personalized insights. More details on 
how AI drives these tools and contributes to a better user experience will be 
discussed.

Compliance

The LIZA Ecosystem’s architecture is designed with scalability and flexibility in 
mind. This allows for constant evolution and improvement. Future technical 
developments will focus on enhancing the platform’s performance, introducing 
new features, and expanding the ecosystem. Updates on the roadmap and 
anticipated technical improvements will be covered in this section.

Security Measures

Security is a paramount concern in the LIZA Ecosystem. Given the sensitivity of 
user data and funds, multiple security measures are implemented to ensure 
utmost protection.

To further bolster security, the smart contracts underpinning the LIZA 
Ecosystem have undergone rigorous audits. These audits assess the contract’s 
security, efficiency, and reliability, highlighting any potential vulnerabilities and 
confirming their absence. Detailed information on these audits, including their 
outcomes, will be provided to underscore the LIZA Ecosystem’s commitment to 
user safety.
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TOKENOMICS OF LIZA TOKEN
Journey Into the Heart of LIZA: Key Token Information

Token Name: LIZA

Symbol: $LIZA

Blockchain: Ethereum Network

Network Type: Erc20

Total Supply: 777,777,777 $LIZA

Token Contract:

The Mythical Number: 
Total Supply

Every LIZA token is part of a limited edition 
collection of 777,777,777. This capped 

supply is our answer to inflation, designed 
to maintain the token’s rarity and value. The 
number 777,777,777 is no mere coincidence 

- it symbolizes fortune and prosperity, a 
promise of our commitment to creating 

wealth in the world of decentralized finance.

LIZA’s Secret Weapon: 
Hyper-Deflationary Model

LIZA is armed with a potent weapon, the 
hyper-deflationary model. Its mission 
is to enhance token scarcity and value 

by routinely burning part of the supply, 
removing tokens from circulation forever. 
This rapid supply reduction aims to trigger 
upward momentum on the token’s price, 

benefitting you, our token holders.

LIZA’s Fairness and Generosity: 
Distribution of Tokens

The distribution of LIZA tokens follows a model 
of fairness and utility. A whopping 85% of the 
total supply is set aside for liquidity provision 
(LP), ensuring smooth and efficient operations 
in decentralized exchanges. We allocate 10% for 
community rewards, and the remaining 5% serves 
as liquidity for centralized exchanges where LIZA 
Token will be listed and available for trading.

CEX 
LP

Rewards

Token Distribution
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LIZA’s Ingenuity: Transaction Tax
LIZA embraces an ingenious tokenomics model that not only sustains the ecosystem 
but also rewards its holders. At its core lies a transaction tax of 5% applied to 
each buy and sell operation within the LIZA network. This mechanism fuels the 
robustness and resilience of our economic model, encouraging the growth of LIZA 
Token while giving back to our devoted community.

• Marketing Fund (1%): A slice of the 
transaction tax fuels our marketing efforts, 
promoting LIZA’s visibility and attracting new 
token holders.

• Development Fund (2%): LIZA invests 2% of 
the tax into technological evolution, ensuring 
constant innovation and improvement in our 
features and tools.

• Burn Mechanism (1%): LIZA dedicates 1% of 
the transaction tax to token burning, creating 
scarcity and potentially increasing the token’s 
value over time.

• Community Rewards (1%): LIZA commits 
1% of the transaction tax towards community 
rewards, ensuring our community is always 
rewarded and engaged.

LIZA’s Pledge: Fair Launch & Liquidity Lock
LIZA defies the norm by offering token utility from the get-go. LIZA Token serves as your 
gateway to our ecosystem, unlocking a treasure trove of features and tools.

LIZA’s Promise:Utility from Day 1
Unlike many other cryptocurrency projects, LIZA provides utility for its token holders 
from day one. The token serves as a key to unlock various features and tools within the 
LIZA ecosystem, including LIZAView, LIZA Explorer, and LIZA Neo Alpha. The immediate 
availability of these utilities enhances the token’s intrinsic value, setting LIZA apart from 
many other crypto projects that only promise future utility.

Token Economics and Sustainability
The economic design of the $LIZA token is a testament to balance and sustainability. Our 
hyper-deflationary model, robust utility, and reward mechanisms drive token demand, 
while the burning of tokens and provision of liquidity maintain a steady token value growth. 
This meticulous balance ensures the $LIZA token continues to be a sustainable and valuable 
asset for its holders.

Token Rewards
Token holders aren’t merely investors; they’re rewarded participants in our ecosystem. 
Coupled with our deflationary model, these rewards encourage long-term holding and 
discourage sell-offs, thereby stabilizing the token price.

LIZA’s Role: The Ecosystem’s Engine
The $LIZA token is more than a currency; it’s the engine that drives the LIZA ecosystem. It 
enables participation in our democratic organization and allows you to benefit from the 
LIZA Fund. The token’s design is a perfect match for LIZA’s mission to empower individuals 
to build decentralized wealth through innovative DeFi tools. 
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EMBRACING MEMETILITY IN THE 
LIZA ECOSYSTEM

“Memetility” – you might be wondering if this is another “cryptoverse” buzzword or a typo. 
Actually, it’s an exciting new approach we’ve coined to describe how we’re integrating the 
viral, fun-loving culture of internet memes into the practical utility of the LIZA ecosystem. 
Think of it as the secret sauce that adds a layer of playfulness to our serious tech.

What’s a Meme Got to Do with It?

If you’ve spent any time on the internet in the past decade, you’ve likely encountered memes. These catchy 
images, videos, or phrases spread rapidly online, providing a shared form of humor or commentary. 
They’re fun, infectious, and a universal way to communicate across the globe.

In the world of cryptocurrency, memes have played a surprisingly powerful role. They bring a sense of 
community and culture to projects, fostering camaraderie and promoting projects through playful shared 
experiences. Dogecoin, for instance, began as a meme and has since grown into a significant player in the 
cryptocurrency market, thanks to its strong community and shared culture.

LIZA: Where Memes Meet Utility

In the LIZA ecosystem, we’re combining the viral energy of memes with the utility of our token – hence, 
“memetility.” Our goal is to make your experience in our ecosystem not only profitable but also fun and 
engaging.

We harness the power of memes to build a vibrant community spirit, make complex concepts more 
understandable, and drive engagement with our project. But we’re not just about the laughs. Behind our 
playful exterior, we’re serious about delivering robust, user-friendly tools that provide real value to our 
token holders.

Memetility in Action

You’ll see our memetic approach in everything from our communications and community activities to the 
way we describe our features. We use playful language, inject humor, and reference popular culture, all 
without losing sight of our main goal: to provide a high-quality DeFi platform.

We’re not just building a project; we’re building a culture. So buckle up, hold onto your $LIZA tokens, and 
get ready for a ride that’s equal parts rewarding, innovative, and downright fun. Our journey to the moon 
isn’t a quiet one; it’s filled with laughter, camaraderie, and the power of memes!
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LIZA TOKEN UTILITY MODEL

All-Access Pass to LIZA’s Exclusive Features

The $LIZA token is like the golden ticket in Charlie’s chocolate bar, granting you access to the 
wonderland that is the LIZA ecosystem. Tokens aren’t just for HODLing; use them to unlock some 
cool tools like LIZAView, LIZA Explorer, and LIZA Neo Alpha. These aren’t just buzzwords – they’re 
designed to give you a VIP experience in the world of crypto.

Grab The Power With LIZA DAO

Ready to make your mark in the crypto universe? Holding the $LIZA token isn’t just about sitting 
back and enjoying the ride – it’s your chance to grab the steering wheel. Participate in the LIZA 
DAO and use your tokens to vote on big decisions. In our democracy, you’re the president, the 
parliament, and the people!

Enjoy The Goodies from LIZA Fund

Having $LIZA tokens is like owning a golden goose – it could lay golden eggs! Holders are eligible 
to benefit from the LIZA Fund. We’ll go into the nitty-gritty of how these benefits are handed out 
and how they can boost your token value.

Rewards for The Brave and The Loyal

Are you one of our early adopters or a long-term HODLer? Then get ready for some serious 
perks! The $LIZA token model is like a piñata full of rewards for those brave enough to join us 
early and loyal enough to stick around. We’ll chat more about airdrops, the hyper-deflationary 
model, and how they all come together to build a community that’s not just holding $LIZA, but 
cherishing it.

Future’s So Bright, We Need Shades

The $LIZA token utility doesn’t end here. As we rocket to the moon, we’re planning to pack 
our spaceship with even more cool features that will further ramp up the token’s utility. More 
benefits, more value, more fun – we’re just getting started!

The $LIZA token isn’t just a typical cryptocurrency – it’s a VIP pass, a key to the clubhouse, 
and your magic carpet in the world of the LIZA ecosystem. Its utility extends beyond being 
a “funbucks” or “moon ticket” within our network.
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BUSINESS AND REVENUE MODEL

The long-term success and sustainability of any project in the crypto space is heavily reliant on 
a well-structured business and revenue model. It not only supports operational continuity but 
also fosters trust among investors and community members, a vital component for growth 
and longevity.

Revenue Generation

LIZADAO Fund

At the heart of LIZA’s revenue generation is a 5% transaction fee applied to 
each buy and sell action involving the $LIZA token. This fee is divided and 
allocated to several crucial areas:

• 2% is dedicated to supporting ongoing operational and development 
expenses. This ensures continuous enhancements to our product suite and 
operations, driving the ecosystem’s growth.

• 1% is directed towards marketing initiatives, enabling consistent and 
widespread promotion of the LIZA ecosystem, thereby attracting more 
users and investors.

• 1% is set aside for a burn mechanism, a strategic move that helps support 
the token’s value by reducing its supply over time.

• The final 1% is earmarked for various community rewards such as staking, 
giveaways, airdrops, and investing in other potential projects.

The LIZADAO Fund forms another crucial part of our business model. A 
fraction of the transaction tax contributes to this fund, This investment in the 
form of token allocation of selected alpha projects in the decentralized space 
will be airdropped to the token holders in high tiers
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Sustainability

LIZA’s strategy for sustainability involves diversifying its revenue streams and 
driving consistent innovation. The deflationary nature of the $LIZA token, 
combined with a robust business model, a committed team, and a dynamic 
approach to market trends, positions LIZA to navigate market volatility and 
maintain operational stability.

This business and revenue model underlines LIZA’s meticulous approach to 
financial stability, operational continuity, and long-term project success. It 
highlights our commitment to the community and our resolve to deliver on 
our promises.

Future Business Development

LIZA envisages an expanded business model, incorporating new features 
and tools that offer both utility and revenue generation opportunities. These 
could include premium features within existing tools, the introduction of NFT 
collections, and other forward-thinking innovations that align with market 
trends and community demands.

Value Proposition

The LIZA project, through its suite of innovative tools and features like 
LIZAView, LIZA Explorer, LIZA Neo Alpha, LIZA OG Index, and LIZA AI Pulse, 
generates substantial value. As these tools gain popularity and user adoption, 
they are expected to form an additional revenue stream, further contributing 
to the financial stability of the LIZA project.
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LIZA ROADMAP
Chapter 1: 

Igniting the LIZA Revolution and Forging 
Community Bonds

Chapter 2: 

Broadening Horizons through Alliances & 
Product Unveiling

Chapter 3: 

Paving the Way to Exchange Listing, Feature 
Introduction, and Community Augmentation

In the dawning phase of our journey, we’ll unfurl the LIZA flag with 
the launch of our website and splash onto the social media scene. 
Our quest here is to rally a community of 2000 members strong, 
each imbued with the spirit of LIZA. The intent is to trend on social 
media platforms and form an allegiance of 1,000 token holders.

This chapter unfolds with the continuous growth of the LIZA family to 4000 
members and the forging of influential partnerships. The anticipated entry 
of $LIZA on renowned platforms like CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap will 
occur during this phase. Adding more layers to our interaction, we’ll roll out 
a newsletter and host electrifying contests and giveaways. This phase will 
also witness the exciting launch of the LIZA Explorer dashboard. The first 
asset acquisition by the LIZADAO Fund and the inauguration of the burning 
mechanism will add another feather in our cap.

The third chapter of our journey aims to spread the LIZA aura 
further by listing it on Centralized Exchanges (CEX). We’ll also 
unveil the groundbreaking LIZA NEO Alpha feature, a significant 
landmark in our product development. A thriving community of 
10000 members is the community growth goal for this phase. The 
launch of the LIZADAO Fund will invigorate community engagement 
and utility, while the second acquisition of the LIZADAO Fund will 
bolster our financial footing
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Chapter 4: 

Venturing into the NFT Realm, Alpha Club, and 
Summoning the LIZA Army

Beyond Chapter 4

Sailing towards Future Growth and 
Innovations

Ensuring Roadmap Adherence 
and Accountability

In the fourth chapter, we’ll step into the pulsating NFT universe by introducing 
the LIZA NFT collection. The inauguration of the LIZA Alpha Club in this phase will 
enhance our project’s utility and community interaction. The pinnacle of community 
initiatives in this chapter will be the assembling of the LIZA Army, with an ambition to 
rise as the best community in the global crypto cosmos.

Even as we chart the course beyond the fourth phase, 
LIZA remains dedicated to expanding its horizon, scaling 
operations, and bringing more pioneering features to its 
followers, providing consistent value to its ever-growing 
community.

This roadmap is a compass to LIZA’s journey ahead, providing 
potential investors and community members with insights into 
the project’s path and empowering them to make informed 
decisions about their engagement with LIZA.

The LIZA project pledges strict adherence to the 
roadmap and vows to uphold accountability. 
Through regular progress updates and transparent 
dialogues with the community, we will ensure that 
our voyage remains on course and fulfills all its 
commitments.
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS AND 
POTENTIAL OF LIZA

Overview of the DeFi Industry 

The Decentralized Finance (DeFi) industry has seen explosive growth, 
with the total value locked (TVL) in DeFi protocols expanding from $7 
billion in January 2021 to over $200 billion in early 2023. Factors such 
as the increased adoption of cryptocurrencies, escalating demand for 
decentralized financial services, and technological advancements in 
blockchain technology have played key roles in driving this growth.

The Market Gap

Despite the remarkable growth, there are a few prevailing issues in the 
DeFi space, such as lack of transparency, insecurity, and education. LIZA 
targets these issues with its product suite:

Transparency: Many perceive DeFi as an opaque space where 
understanding fund utiLIZAtion is challenging. LIZA is committed to 
maintaining transparency, thereby fostering trust and confidence among 
users.

Security: DeFi protocols often fall prey to hacks and exploits, leading to 
insecurity among users. LIZA leverages blockchain technology to secure 
user funds and ensure peace of mind.

Education: A significant portion of the population remains unfamiliar 
with DeFi and its workings. LIZA’s educational resources simplify DeFi 
concepts and illustrate how to safely navigate the space.

Target Market

LIZA caters to anyone interested in decentralized finance. This broad 
category includes cryptocurrency enthusiasts, investors, and people 
seeking more transparent, secure financial management.
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Industry Projections

DeFi TVL: By 2025, the TVL in DeFi protocols is anticipated to reach $500 
billion.

User Base: The DeFi user base is predicted to swell to 100 million by 
2025.

Market Growth: The DeFi market is forecasted to expand at a 
Compound Annual Growth 

Rate (CAGR) of 20% from 2022 to 2025.

LIZA’s Positioning and Potential

Given these industry projections, it is clear that DeFi is in its nascent stages with substantial 
growth potential in the years to come. LIZA is poised to seize this opportunity with its user-
friendly tools and resources that enable seamless participation in the DeFi market.

Moreover, other factors could drive LIZA’s growth, such as:

• Crypto Adoption: The ongoing surge in cryptocurrency adoption is expected to spur the 
demand for DeFi services.

• DeFi Innovations: As the DeFi ecosystem evolves, new protocols and applications will 
surface, offering additional opportunities for LIZA and its users.

• Rising Awareness: As DeFi becomes increasingly mainstream, the demand for such 
services is set to rise, presenting more opportunities for LIZA.

The DeFi industry stands on the brink of substantial growth in the forthcoming years. LIZA is 
strategically positioned to tap into this growth wave, offering users the necessary tools and 
resources for fruitful participation in the DeFi market.
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THE COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
The DeFi ecosystem, while relatively nascent, is rife with numerous exciting projects. These 
projects range from lending and borrowing platforms to decentralized exchanges and 
yield optimizers, each with its unique spin on DeFi. However, LIZA stands apart from these 
thanks to its unique set of tools and commitment to delivering value from day one.

Key Players in DeFi

There are several key players in the DeFi space, including well-established projects such as Uniswap, 
Aave, and Compound. These projects have significant Total Value Locked (TVL) and substantial user bases. 
However, they primarily focus on singular aspects of DeFi, such as swapping tokens or earning interest. 
LIZA, on the other hand, provides a suite of tools that allow users to navigate the DeFi ecosystem more 
efficiently and effectively.

LIZA’s Competitive Edge

LIZA’s primary competitive advantage lies in its utility and usability. LIZAView, for instance, gives users 
unprecedented insights into crypto projects directly within popular platforms such as CoinGecko and 
CoinMarketCap. This tool saves users time and reduces the complexity of crypto analysis. In addition, LIZA 
Explorer provides advanced filtering tools to help users identify potential gem projects, while the LIZA Neo 
Alpha tool delivers AI-driven insights from various Telegram groups, positioning LIZA users at the forefront 
of new opportunities. These tools, combined with LIZA’s hyper-deflationary tokenomics and commitment 
to fair launches, create a unique value proposition within the DeFi space.

Competitor Analysis
While many DeFi projects offer valuable services, they often lack the comprehensive toolset that LIZA 
provides. For example, while Uniswap allows users to swap tokens, it doesn’t offer the research and 
analysis tools that LIZA does. Similarly, Aave and Compound enable users to earn interest on their crypto, 
but they don’t offer the real-time insights provided by LIZA’s suite of tools. Thus, while these projects are 
strong in their respective areas, none offer the holistic approach to DeFi that LIZA does.

Positioning LIZA in the Competitive Landscape

Given the unique value proposition and broad utility it provides, LIZA is positioned as a comprehensive 
DeFi toolkit in the market. By offering a suite of tools that enhance users’ DeFi experience, LIZA appeals 
to a wide range of users, from beginners just starting their DeFi journey to seasoned investors looking for 
an edge. Through ongoing development and a relentless focus on delivering value, LIZA aims to solidify its 
position as the go-to resource for anyone seeking to navigate and succeed in the DeFi space.
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LIZA TEAM
The LIZA project is powered by a dynamic and dedicated team of experts who bring their 
unique skills and experiences to the table, ensuring the success and sustainable growth of 
the LIZA ecosystem. Here are the core members of the LIZA Team:

@LIZAlpha - LIZA CEO

As the CEO of LIZA, @LIZAlpha plays a crucial 
role in setting the strategic direction for the 
project. With deep expertise in blockchain 
technology and decentralized finance, @
LIZAlpha is instrumental in shaping LIZA’s 
vision and guiding its overall development.

@WeAllLIZA - LIZA CMO

@WeAllLIZA, as the Chief Marketing Officer, is 
responsible for the marketing strategies that 
elevate LIZA’s brand presence. Leveraging 
their extensive experience in the crypto 
market, @WeAllLIZA oversees the creation and 
implementation of impactful campaigns to 
grow and engage the LIZA community.

@LIZA_devs - LIZA Dev

As the lead developer, @LIZA_devs is at the 
forefront of LIZA’s technological development. 
Their in-depth knowledge of blockchain 
technology and DeFi is essential in building 
and refining LIZA’s suite of innovative tools and 
features.

@sevenXeights - Vegan LIZA

@sevenXeights, known as Vegan LIZA, plays 
an essential role in community engagement 
and management. Their dedication to the LIZA 

project contributes significantly to fostering a 
vibrant and supportive community.

@daedalusx - LIZA Mod King

As the LIZA Mod King, @daedalusx ensures 
smooth community interactions and 
moderates community discussions. Their role 
is vital in maintaining a positive and inclusive 
environment in the LIZA community.

@TempleHoeS - LIZA Mod

@TempleHoeS, as a LIZA Moderator, assists 
in overseeing community activity and helps to 
foster a supportive and engaging community. 
They play a pivotal role in managing 
community dynamics and ensuring a pleasant 
experience for all members.

@mkultracoin - LIZA Mod

As a LIZA Moderator, @mkultracoin plays a 
crucial role in maintaining the harmony and 
positive environment of the LIZA community. 
Their dedication contributes to creating a 
supportive platform for all LIZA users.

The LIZA team is committed to delivering an 
exceptional DeFi experience to its users. The 
combined skills, expertise, and dedication of 
the team members ensure that LIZA continues 
to grow and evolve in line with its mission and 
vision.
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LIZA’S SYMPHONY OF OUTREACH: 
LIZA MARKETING STRATEGY

Cultivating the Community

Harnessing Social Media Power

Illuminating Through Educational Content

Alliances and Collaborations

Community development and support is essential for a successful lockchain venture At LIZA, the 
focus is on nurturing an interactive and supportive community that is instrumental to the growth 
of the ecosystem. The strategy to realize this involves an array of channels, including social 
media platforms, community-driven events, intriguing contests, and strategic alliances.

Social media is an essential conduit for fostering connections with existing and future users. 
Through platforms such as Twitter, Telegram, and Reddit, LIZA plans to disseminate updates, 
engage with its community, and attract new members. The ambition is to curate a dynamic 
online persona that educates, motivates, and cultivates a sense of camaraderie.

Acknowledging the intricacies of the DeFi domain, LIZA is dedicated to producing educational 
content that aids both novices and experienced users in traversing its ecosystem. This includes 
how-to videos, insightful blogs, and articles on the utiLIZAtion of LIZA’s tools, DeFi concept 
guides, and timely updates on the crypto landscape.

LIZA recognizes the potency of strategic collaborations and partnerships in magnifying its market 
footprint. By allying with other influential entities in the DeFi realm, LIZA seeks to provide greater 
value to its users and refine its offerings.

Stirring Community Engagement
Interacting with the community is a key pillar for LIZA. Regular AMAs (Ask Me Anything sessions), 
community voting, captivating contests, and generous giveaways are part of the strategy to keep 
the community engaged. These activities not only inspire a sense of unity but also empower 
users to shape the project’s trajectory.

The spotlight in LIZA’s growth narrative is firmly on marketing. 
As a community-centric endeavor, LIZA’s aspiration is to attract, 
enlighten, and engage a varied community of crypto enthusiasts, 
investors, and DeFi aficionados.
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The Influencer Impact

In the crypto universe, influencers wield considerable sway in enhancing a project’s visibility. 
LIZA’s intention is to join forces with crypto influencers to bolster project awareness and broaden 
its audience reach.

Press Announcements

LIZA anticipates frequent press releases through our social conduits, blogs, and foremost crypto 
news platforms to keep our users and investors abreast of the latest breakthroughs.

Crypto Conferences and Expos

LIZA envisages its presence at global crypto expos and blockchain conferences to elevate 
awareness and appeal to potential investors. We also plan to sponsor significant events to 
further the recognition of LIZA Token and the LIZA Protocol.

Strategic Synergies

LIZA aims to align with key industry participants, exchanges, merchants, and retailers worldwide 
to boost the acceptability of LIZA Token and the LIZA Protocol. These synergies will yield mutual 
benefits for all parties involved.

Email Outreach

To boost the effectiveness of other marketing channels, LIZA will accumulate email addresses 
of prospective participants via display advertising or affiliate marketing and initiate email 
conversations with users.

Digital Advertising and CPM

LIZA intends to leverage digital advertising platforms like Google Ads and Facebook-based pro-
motions to amplify brand awareness and draw potential investors to LIZA Token and the LIZA 
Protocol.

Performance Metrics
To ensure the success of the marketing strategy, LIZA will incorporate performance tracking 
metrics. Parameters like community growth rate, engagement levels, website traffic, and new 
user onboarding will be monitored regularly. This data will be vital in fine-tuning and optimizing 
the marketing strategy over time.

By employing these marketing strategies, LIZA aspires to build a robust community and position 
itself as a formidable contender in the DeFi arena.
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COMMUNITY AND ECOSYSTEM
Community Partnerships

Role of the Community in the Ecosystem

Joining the LIZA Army

Building strong and mutually beneficial partnerships lies at the heart of LIZA’s 
strategy for growth. Partnerships are integral to creating a vibrant and supportive 
community. By collaborating with other key players in the crypto space, LIZA aims 
to enhance its service offerings and provide more opportunities for its users. These 
collaborations range from technological integrations with other DeFi platforms to 
cross-promotion with other crypto communities. As LIZA continues to grow, we 
anticipate a robust network of partnerships will play a pivotal role in fostering a 
sustainable and dynamic ecosystem.

The LIZA community, known affectionately as the ‘LIZA Army’, is the lifeblood of the 
LIZA ecosystem. Without an engaged and enthusiastic community, LIZA’s innovative 
solutions would not reach their full potential. Community members bring energy and 
ideas, participate in LIZA DAO votes, spread the word about LIZA, and make use of 
LIZA’s products, all of which drive the project’s growth and evolution.

The LIZA ecosystem is designed to be participatory and inclusive. It invites community 
members to engage not just as passive consumers, but as active participants in 
shaping the project’s future. Through tools like LIZA DAO, community members have 
a say in the project’s direction, demonstrating LIZA’s commitment to decentraLIZAtion 
and community-driven development.

Joining the LIZA Army provides numerous benefits, beyond just being a token 
holder. Members get early access to new features, the opportunity to participate in 
community votes, and potential airdrops from DAO-voted projects. By joining the 
LIZA Army, individuals become part of a movement that’s reshaping the world of 
decentralized finance. Whether they’re seasoned crypto enthusiasts or newcomers 
to the DeFi space, all are welcome in the LIZA Army, where they can learn, grow, and 
thrive in a supportive and engaging community.

The community and ecosystem section underlines the importance of active 
community engagement in the LIZA project. It emphasizes how every community 
member contributes to the overall growth and direction of the project, showcasing 
the community-centric philosophy of LIZA.
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GOVERNANCE AND THE LIZADAO
Blockchain governance is crucial in ensuring a project’s longevity, 
community engagement, and alignment with its objectives. For LIZA, 
the decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) model will be 
implemented to foster a community-led ecosystem. 

What is LIZADAO?

LIZADAO is a decentralized organization that gives power back to the LIZA community. It allows 
$LIZA holders to propose and vote on critical decisions affecting the LIZA ecosystem. This 
democratic structure ensures that every $LIZA holder can contribute to the project’s direction 
and success.

Voting Mechanism

Every $LIZA holder is entitled to participate in the LIZADAO voting process. The amount of voting 
power one holds is proportional to their $LIZA holdings. This ensures a fair and transparent 
decision-making process where each member has a say.

Proposal Process

Proposals for the LIZA ecosystem can be initiated by any $LIZA holder. They can range from 
technical updates, tokenomics adjustments, to marketing strategies and more. Once a proposal 
is made, it will be put up for a community vote.

Impact of LIZADAO

LIZADAO plays a pivotal role in ensuring the project remains community-centric and adaptable 
to changing needs and trends. By engaging the community in decision-making, LIZA encourages 
active participation and fosters a sense of ownership among its members.

Future Developments

As the LIZA ecosystem grows, the project anticipates evolving and expanding its DAO structure. 
This could include further decentralizing power, introducing more elaborate governance 
mechanisms, and incentivizing active participation through various means.

In essence, LIZADAO represents the democratization of the LIZA project, enabling each 
community member to contribute to its direction and success. The DAO model illustrates the 
core principles of blockchain and DeFi – transparency, fairness, and community governance, thus 
aligning perfectly with LIZA’s mission.
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SUMMING IT UP
The LIZA ecosystem heralds an innovative stride in the DeFi and cryptocurrency universe, with 
its centerpiece being an avant-garde hyper-deflationary token. This token echoes the tenacity 
and intellectual prowess of a monitor LIZArd, constantly in search of prospects. The ecosystem 
boasts a suite of cutting-edge tools such as LIZAView, LIZA Explorer, LIZA Neo Alpha, LIZA OG 
Index, and LIZA AI Pulse. Uniquely, these offerings are not just future projections but already 
integral to the LIZA ecosystem, a trait that sets LIZA apart in the crowded crypto milieu.

LIZA has been meticulously crafted to address the persistent hurdles within the DeFi landscape, 
such as opaque practices, security vulnerabilities, and the need for education. Armed with a 
robust commitment to transparency, rigorous security protocols, and enlightening educational 
content, LIZA is fostering credibility and cultivating a flourishing community within the wider DeFi 
market.

In an era where the DeFi sector is blossoming at a remarkable rate, LIZA is well-positioned 
to leverage this exponential growth. By offering novel tools, encouraging active community 
involvement, and championing education and transparency, LIZA is bracing to be a significant 
contender in the DeFi arena.

LIZA signifies an extraordinary leap in the cryptocurrency and DeFi revolution. Its 
community-centric philosophy, pioneering features, and commitment to immediate 
utility make it an intriguing venture for those exploring the realm of decentralized wealth 
accumulation. The path ahead for LIZA is illuminated with potential, marking just the onset 
of an exhilarating expedition in the blockchain and cryptocurrency world.

In essence, LIZA represents a bold undertaking ready to imprint a remarkable legacy in 
the DeFi realm. Its instant utility, unwavering commitment to transparency, security, and 
education, fused with an inventive approach, make it a compelling prospect for potential 
adopters and investors. The future brims with promise as LIZA aspires to etch its presence 
in the swiftly expanding blockchain and cryptocurrency market.

Looking Ahead
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DISCLAIMER
This Whitepaper is provided for informational purposes only. It does not constitute financial, 
legal, tax, or any other advice, nor should it be used as the basis for any investment or financial 
decision. It is not, and should not be interpreted as, an offer or invitation to buy or sell any 
tokens or other financial instruments. 

The LIZA token project (“Project”) is being developed for experimental and recreational purposes 
only. No representations or warranties are made regarding the Project’s viability, stability, 
profitability, or functionality. Purchasers of the LIZA token should not anticipate profits, and 
there is no guarantee that the LIZA token will hold any particular value now or in the future.

Before participating in the Project or purchasing LIZA tokens, please seek independent legal 
and financial advice. It is your responsibility to ensure that your involvement with the Project 
complies with all applicable laws and regulations in your jurisdiction, including, but not limited 
to, regulations relating to investment, securities, taxation, and digital tokens.

The Project team and its affiliates expressly disclaim any and all responsibility for any direct 
or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) 
reliance on any information contained in this Whitepaper; (ii) any error, omission, or inaccuracy 
in any such information; or (iii) any action resulting from such information. 

By purchasing LIZA tokens, you acknowledge and agree that you are doing so entirely at your 
own risk. Please note that involvement in the Project and purchase of LIZA tokens could carry 
significant risks, including, but not limited to, loss of invested capital, and it should only be 
undertaken by individuals experienced with, and capable of, assessing the risks involved.

Remember, the Project and LIZA tokens are experimental and recreational. This Whitepaper 
is not a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of 
securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. 

This disclaimer is not exhaustive. Potential LIZA token holders should seek independent legal 
and financial advice if in any doubt.
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Risk Section

Investing in cryptocurrencies carries substantial risk, and prospective investors should be 
aware of the following:

Market Risk

The value of cryptocurrencies can be extremely volatile and can change rapidly due to factors 
like market demand, regulatory changes, technological advancements, and macroeconomic 
trends.

Regulatory Risk

The legal status of cryptocurrencies varies from country to country. Changes in regulations can 
significantly impact the operation, usability, and value of cryptocurrencies, including the $LIZA 
token.

Technology Risk

Despite stringent security measures, blockchain and digital assets are not immune to potential 
technical failures, hacking, or data breaches. These incidents can lead to loss of assets or 
compromise of personal information.

Liquidity Risk

Depending on market conditions and the demand for a specific cryptocurrency, it might become 
difficult to buy or sell a significant amount of that asset without affecting the market price.

Operational Risk

The LIZA project, like any other, faces operational risks such as unexpected changes in 
management, strategy, and the execution of the project plan.

Potential investors should carefully consider these risks and any other risks relevant to their 
specific circumstances before making an investment decision. It’s highly recommended to 
diversify your investments and not invest money that you cannot afford to lose.
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GLOSSARY

Blockchain: A decentralized and distributed digital 

ledger that records transactions across many 

computers in such a way that the registered 

transactions cannot be altered retroactively.

Cryptocurrency: A digital or virtual form of currency 

that uses cryptography for security. Cryptocurrencies 

leverage blockchain technology to gain 

decentraLIZAtion, transparency, and immutability.

DeFi (Decentralized Finance): An umbrella term for 

a variety of financial applications in cryptocurrency 

or blockchain geared toward disrupting financial 

intermediaries.

DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization): 

An organization represented by rules encoded as a 

computer program that is transparent, controlled by 

the organization members, and not influenced by a 

central government.

$LIZA Token: The native utility token of the LIZA 

project used for transactions within the LIZA 

ecosystem and to incentivize various activities.

NFT (Non-fungible Token): A type of digital asset 

that represents a wide range of unique tangible and 

intangible items, from collectible sports cards to 

virtual real estate and digital sneakers.

CEX (Centralized Exchange): A platform that facilitates 

the trading of cryptocurrencies. These exchanges 

function similarly to traditional financial exchanges, 

and they offer a centralized order book and a 

mediator to ensure trades are conducted securely and 

efficiently.

Token Burn: The process of sending a token to an 

unusable account and removing it from circulation, 

which results in a decrease in the supply of the coin/

token.

LIZAView: A key product of the LIZA ecosystem that 

provides deep insights and analytics on tokens and 

the overall cryptocurrency market.

LIZA Explorer: A blockchain explorer in the LIZA 

ecosystem offering a range of functionalities like 

transaction tracking, wallet review, and token insights.

LIZA Neo Alpha: A unique tool in the LIZA ecosystem 

that aids users in token discovery.

LIZA OG Index: A composite index that tracks the 

performance of the original tokens in the DeFi space, 

provided by the LIZA platform.

LIZA AI Pulse: An AI-driven tool on the LIZA platform 

that provides real-time, actionable insights about the 

cryptocurrency market.

TVL (Total Value Locked): The total amount of assets 

that are currently being staked in a specific protocol, it 

can be considered as a measure of the popularity of a 

DeFi project.

Staking: The process of participating in a proof-of-

stake (PoS) system to validate transactions and earn 

rewards.

Airdrop: A marketing event that involves sending coins 

or tokens to wallet addresses to promote awareness 

of a new virtual currency.

Liquidity Pool: A collection of funds locked in a smart 

contract, used to facilitate decentralized trading, 

lending, and many more functions.

Smart Contract: A self-executing contract with the 

terms of the agreement directly written into code. 

They permit trusted transactions and agreements to 

be carried out among disparate, anonymous parties 

without the need for a central authority, legal system, 

or external enforcement mechanism.
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